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A define alternating multihead finite automata, a generalization of nondeterministic 
multihead finite automata based on the alternating Turing machine model introduced by Chandra, 
Kozen, and Stockmeyer (1981). We study the relationships between the classes of languages 
accepted by alternating multihead finite automata nd the dasses accepted by deterministic and 
nondeterministic multihead finite automata nd pushdown automata. We also examine basic 
questions about alternating multihead finite automata (for example, are k+ 1 heads better than 
k?). We conclude by placing upper bounds on the deterministic time and space complexity of 
the classes of languages accepted by alternating multihead finite automata. As corollaries to our 
results about alternating multihead finite automata, we obtain several facts about multihead 
pushdown automata, indicating that the study of alternating multihead finite automata may lea 
to useful results about nonaltemating automata. 
1. introduction 
Since its introduction in 1976 by Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer [2 
has proved to be useful in many areas of complexity theory. We study the effects 
of adding the power of alternation to multihead finite automata. There are many 
reasons for such a study. 
First, alternation adds so much power to automata that it is necessary to study 
very restricted automata if one wishes to compare alternating classes with such 
familiar classes as the context-free languages, log space, and so forth. (For example, 
note that an alternating pushdown automaton is as powerful as a deterministic 
Turing machine with an exponential time bound 123.) A 4ated question is the 
following: What is the simplest kind of device for which alternation adds computa- 
tional power? 
Second, alternation has been used to prove exponential lower bounds for problems 
concerning logic [6] and games [ 15,2 ]= Can it be used to derive other kinds of 
results in automaton-based complexity theory? 
* A P reliminary version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the Eighth Colloquium on 
Automata, Languages and Programming, Acre, July, 1981. A portion of this work appeared in the author’s 
doctoral dissertation, completed at the University of California, Berkeley. The research was supported 
by NSF grants MCS 7407636-AOl, MCS 79-15763, and MCS 81-03608. 
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ird, the study of alternating multihead finite automata may give us information 
about the structure of deterministic polynomial time, a very important class, since 
(as we show later) the languages accepted by two-way alternating multihe 
automata re exactly the languages accepted by deterministic Turing ma 
polynomial time. 
Fourth, by examining whether the theorems and techniques for deterministic and 
nondeterministic multihead finite automata generalize naturally to alternating multi- 
head finite automata, we should be able to gain an idea of how “natural” alternation 
is. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we give a formal definition of alternating multihead 
finite automata, as well as defining other kinds of automata that we 
In Section 3, we compare alternating multihead finite automata 
and nondeterministic multihead pushdown automata, their closest counterparts 
among traditional devices. Sections 4 and 5 develop the properties of one- and 
two-way alternating multihead finite automata, respectively. Section 6 considers the 
deterministic time and space complexity of the languages accepted b 
multihead finite automata. Section 7 summarizes our results and gives a 
the best simulation results currently known for various types of multihead automata. 
lilninarles 
The symbol N denotes the set of positive integers, A denotes the empty string, 
and if x is a string, 1x1 denotes the length of x All logarithms are to the base 2. 
We first define the most general type of multihead finite automaton: the two-way 
alternating finite automaton. e other hinds of multihead finite automata that we 
study are all restricted versions of this device. 
two-way altentating finite automaton with k heads (2afa( k)) is a 
2, S, 7, go, U, F), where 
(1) K is a finite, nonempty set of states; 
(2) C is the input alphabet (2 does not contain the symbols # and $); 
(3) 6 is the t ransition function, mapping K x (2 u {#, $}) into the subsets of 
K x(-l, 0, +I}, with the restriction that, for all p, q c K, (q, d)E S(p, 4) 
implies that d 3 0 and (q, d) E S( p, $) implies that d s 0; 
(4) T is the head selector function, mapping K into { 1,2, . . . , k}; 
(5) go E K is the initial state; 
(6) U E K is the set of universal states; and 
(7) F c K is the set of accepting states. 
Intuitively, if ( p, d) E S( q, a) and T(q) = h, then M, if it is in state q with head h 
scanning a on the input tape, may enter state p and move head h to the right d 
squares. Note that ‘s heads are idealized, in the sense that they may move freely 
past one another; also, several heads may simultaneously scan the same tape square. 
Note also that there is no provision for to detect coincidence of the 
will show later in the section that altematin finite automata can in 
coincidence. 
be a 2afa(k) as defined above. If U =fl, then 
automaton with k heads (2nfa(k)), If, for al 
(#, $}, 6(q, a) is empty or a si leton, then M is a two-way de 
automaton with k heads (2dfa ). We say that is ongsway if all 
constrained to move only to the right. Fomlally, is a one-way altern 
automaton with k heads (lafa( k)) if S maps K x (C v (4, $}) in 
K x (0, +l}. If M is one-way and nondeterministic (deterministic), then 
a lnfa(k) (ldfa(k)). 
Definition 2.3. Let M be a 2afa(k) as defined above. A contgwation of’ M on input 
SC* is a (k+l)-tuple (q, i,, . . . , ik), where q E K and 1 G 4 s /xl+2 for 1 
(intuitively, q is the state of M’s finite control and i,, . l . , ik are the positions of 
M’s k heads). ‘The transition relation on configurations of with input x is 
bY 
(4 ,L-•, ik)~M,x(P,il,...,h+d,...,ik) 
if and only if (p, d) E 43(q, a), where r(q) = h and a is the ihth symbol of 4x$. For 
configurations C and D of M, we say that D is a successor of C (on input X) if 
C b”M.X D. (The symbol I-& denotes the transitive closure of I-~,~ ; C-G,, denotes 
the reflexive transitive closure.) If C kMsX D, then D is an immediate successor of 
C If there exist configurations Co, . . . , C&r~O)ofMsuchthatC=C&C,,=D, 
and Co t-M,X Cl t-M,X. l . bM,X C,, then we write C ‘LsX D.’ 
The initial configuration of M is (qO, 1, . . . , 1). A configuration (q, i,, . . . , ik) is 
universal if q E U, existential if q E K - U, and accepting if q E F. An accepting 
computation tree of M on input x is a tree T whose nodes are labelled by configur- 
ations of M on input x such that 
(i) the root of T is labelled by the initial configuation of M, 
(ii) if C is a universal configuration that labels an internal node y of T, then 
the labels of the immediate descendants of y are exactly the immediate successors 
of C on input x, 
(iii) if C is an existential configuration that labels an internal node y of T, then 
y has exactly one immediate descendant, whose label is one of the immediate 
successors of C on input x, and 
(iv) the leaves of T are labelled with accepting configurations. 
We say that M accepts x if there is an accepting computation tree of on input 
x. The language accepted by M is L( 
The family of languages {L(M) 1 M is a 2afa( k)) is denoted 2AFA( k). Similarly, 
the families accepted by 2nfa( k), 2dfa( k), lafa( k), lnfa( k), and ldfa( k) are denoted 
FA(k), lNFA(k), and 1 (k) respectively. 
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The following lemma states that we can assume that an altem 
finite automaton can detect coincidence of heads, even though the 
explicitly contain this feature. The ability to detect coincid of heads is a 
fundamental property of alternating multihead finite automata, will be used in 
the sequel without explicit mention of the lemma. 
Q 2afa(k) (Iafa( )) that luzs the ( tional) ability to detect 
when two heads coincide. 7Isene xists a 2afa( k) (lafa( k))M’ lacking this capability 
that accepts the same language as M. 
f. Whenever M”, during its simulation of Mi wants to bzurch, depending on 
er two heads coincide, it enters an existential state to guess whether the heads 
coincide. If M’ guesses that they o, it enters a un3versal state to choose whether 
to continue the simulation ?: - the assumption that the head coincids) or to 
move the two heads to the t simultaneously, entering an ting state if and 
only if both heads reach the right endmarker at the same time. If M’ guesses that 
the heads do not coincide, then it performs a similar procedure, but the simulation 
continues under the assumption that the heads do not coincide, and M’ enters an 
accepting state if and only if the two heads do not reach the right endmarker at the 
same time. a 
A multihead pushdown automaton is just a multihead fi~te automaton with an 
additional pushdown store. We will not consider alte;;naiing pushdown automata 
in this paper, sci) we define only the nondeterminisrec a~! &terministic versions. 
efinition 2.5. A two-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton with k heads 
(2npda( k)) is a structure M = (K, S, A, 8, r, qo, Z,, F), where K, C, r, qo, b;nd F are 
the same as for a 2afa(k), A is a finite, nonempty set of pushdown symbols, Zoo A 
is the start symbol, and 6 maps K x(C w {Q, $}) XA into the subsets of K x 
{-I,O, +1} x ((A)v A v A’). 
If (p, 4 y) E S(q, a, 2) and r(q) = h, then M, if it is in state q with head h scanning 
a on the input tape and with 2 on top of the pushdown, may enter state p, move 
head h to the right d squares, and replace 2 on the pushdown by the string 7. 
Let M be a 2npda(k) as de ned above. A conjiguration of M on 
input x is a (k+2)-tuple C = (q, i,, . . . , &,a),whereqeK, l<+l~l+2forl~js 
k, and (Y E A*; C is a surface configuratioti if LY E A. 
A configuration has the same meaning as for a multizqad finite automaton, except 
that the string a! represents the current contents of M’s pushdown, with the top of 
e pushdown to the right. e configuration holds ame informatio 
a ~nfig~ration, except hat n is recorded. 
sition relation on co tforward, as are the 
inistic and one-way. A string x is accepted by 
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(qo, 1, ’ - l 9 1, &I) efp G?, 4 3 l l l 9 A* for some q E F and a~ 
is the set of strings in C* accepted by Let ZNPDA( k) = { L( 
The classes 2DPDA(k), lNPDA(k), and lDPDA( k) are defined in a similar fshion. 
We now give two lemmas that wtll be the basis for simulation 
pushdown automata in Section 3. The proofs of these lemmas are st 
2.7. Let M be a 2npda(k) (lnpda(k)). We can construct a 
(Inpda( k)) M’ such that L( M’) = L(M) and, whenever 
there is only one symbol on the pushdown. 
Definition 2.8. Let M be a 2npda(k), let P = (p, il,. . . , ik, 2) and Q = 
(q,jl,.=., jk, Y) be surface configurations of M on some input X, and let n be a 
nonnegative integer. The pair (P, Q) is n-realizable (on input x) if P I=-L,~ Q. 
Lemma 2.9, If P and Q are as de$ned above* then the pair (P, Q) is n-realizable if 
and only if 
(1) P t-knx Q via a series of moues that do not change the pushdown height, or 
(2) there exists an (n -2).realizable pair (R, S), where R = (r, I,, . . . , lk, X) and 
S=(s,m,,..., mk, W), such that 
(PA,..., ik, 2) i- M,x tr, h, l l l 9 lk, =) 
and 
(s, m l,---,mk, W)~M,,(q,jl,*..,jk,A), 
or 
(3) there exist a surface configuration R and an integer i, 1 G i c n, such that (P, R) 
and (R, Q) are i- clnd (n - i)-realizable respectively. 
Let AspAcE( S( n)) denote the class of languages accepted by S(n) space-bounded 
alternating Turing machines, and define NSPACE(S(n)j and DSPACE(S(n)) 
analogously for nondeterministic and deterministic Turing machines respectively. 
Let P denote the class of languages accepted by polynomial-time-bounded deter- 
ministic Turing machines. 
An auxiliary pushdown automaton (auxpda) [3] is just a space-bound:d Turing 
machine with an additional pushdown store. Let AuxPDA( S(n)) denote the class 
of languages accepted by S(n) space-bounded auxpda’s (deterministic or non&z- 
ministic-the two define he same class of languages). 
3. Reltitionships with nonalternating pushd ta 
The following theorem states that the “limit” of the 2 PA(k) classes, as well as 
those of the more familiar 2DPDA(k) and 2NPDA(k) classes, is the family 
u 2DPDA( k) = u 2NPDA( k) = 
&EN kEN 
(log n) = P = Lb’ACE(fOg n) 
Cook [3] showed that AuxP 
e to 121. The equaliti 
U ;rzy ‘ZNPDA(k) = Al. I DA(l 
(see ;lO], for e- ample) that s 
by multiple two-way input heads 
UlrEN 2AFA( k) follows from this 
ises the question of the nu 
finite automaton to simulate a determi 
automaton, and vice versa. (All devices in 
to save space we genersltly omit the word ~~rnultih~~~.) 
3.2. RW k 2 1,2NPDA(k) s 2 (344. 
Let 
assume without loss of gen 
symbol on the pus 
a(k). By Lemma 2.7 we can 
pting state there is 
, w E L(M) if and 
forsomeqEF, W-jl,...,j& +2, YE A, and n 2 0. Lemma 2.9 now enables us 
to construct a 2afa(3k) M” th the same language as M On input w, M’ 
need only check that ( Ps, QJ) is n-realizable, wbcrc p0 = ( qo, 1, . . . , 1, Z,) and 
Qf=(4Jjrr-s store a surface configuration of A4 using 
k heads, plus some finite mem ’ can store up to three surface configurations 
of simultaneously. Initially, ’ uses 2k heads to store PO and Qr (the latter is 
chosen existentially). 
To check a pair (P, Q) for realizability, ’ chooses existentially which one of 
ma 2.9 to check. If chooses to check (l), it attempts to 
a a series of moves ( n existentially) that does not change 
t. If a surface configuration derived from P by a series of such 
’ cm detect his since it has the ability to c coincidence 
ccepting state. Condition (2) is c by choosing 
P to somlc configuration R and a move that takes 
and Q into S, then checking (R, S) 
ses existentially some surface 
(using the extra k heads to sto , then enters a universal state 
for realizability. 
Lemma 2.9 guarantees that i there is an accepting computation for 
’ chooses correctly which of (I), (2), or 
ck a “smaller” pair (cases 
. 
(!lJ , l,. . . ,jk, Y) be surface confi 
is n-realizable if and only if 
(1) P=Q, OP 
(2) there exists a su 
(3) there exists a surfa 
preserves the pushdow 
(4) there exist 
(S,%,*.. ??#k, w) such that 
0, m 1, l . l s mb w) h&x (&jls. . ,jk, A), 
and (R, S) is (n -2).realixable. 
We can construct a 2afa(2&) M’ that accepts the same language as 
constructed in the same way as M’ in the proof of Theorem 3.2, except 
given a pair (P, Q) of surface configurations to check for realizability, 
among the conditions given above. Clearly, ’ needs only 2k heads. q 
We next show that lNPDA( k) c lAPA( a natural analog of Theorem 3.2. 
Note, however, that the simulation employed in the proof of Theorem 3.2 will not 
suffice to prove lNPDA(L) G lAPA( To see this, consider what happens after 
’ has chosen R if it then chooses universaIly to check (U, 
the heads representing Q will be to the right of those representing 
S ’ will be unable to use them to represent a new configuration that lies between 
P and R. 
Fork==l, 1 
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f uses three heads, named [h, 11, [h 21, and [h, 31, to simulate each f 
it begins to check a pair (P, Q) for realizability, 
has P and Q stored as foll 
are stored in the finite co 
. 
219 . ..) in the following way: head [!i, l] is at 
i,, and the distance ] to head [h, 21 equals I WI += 1 -jh. 
head [h, 31 is not i tides with head [h, 21. The simulation depends 
on the fact that if (P, Q) is realizabl en ih fS j, since is one-way. 
To check (P, Q) for realizability, guesses which e of (l), (2), or (3) of 
Lemma 2.9 to check. If it selects (l), it then attempts to transform P into Q via a 
series of moves (chosen existentially) that do not change the pushdown height. If 
a move requires head h to move right, A#” moves heads [h 1) and [h, 21 to the right. 
If ’ detects that a surface configuration (containing state p’ and pushdown symbol 
Z’, say) derived from P by a series of such moves matches Q (all heads [h, 21 scan 
the endmarker and both p’= q and Z’= Y), then M’ enters an accepting state. 
If M’ chooses (2), then it gueses a move from P to some configuration R and a 
move from some configuration S to Q, changing P into R and Q into S, then 
checking (R, S) for realizability. Suppose that changing P to R requires moving 
head h one square to the right. M’ moves heads [h, l] and [h, 21 each one square 
to the right. Let h be the head used by M in going from S to Q. If changing Q into 
S requires moving head h one square to the left (because the move that takes S to 
moves it one square to the right), M moves head [!r, 21 one square to the right. 
’ verifies that M can go from S to Q in one move by first storing in its finite 
ess for the symbol scanned by head h in S that allows M to move from 
next chooses universally either to begin checking (R, S) or to move 
,2] simultaneously to the right until the latter head reaches the 
endmarker, entering an accepting state if and only if head [h, 1) scans the symbol 
just guessed. 
NOW suppose that A#’ has chosen (3). M’ guesses ome surface configuration 
R=(r,lI,..., l& X) such that i,,, s l,, s j,, for all 1 G h s S storing r and X in its 
finite control. Each Zh is guessed by moving head [h, 31 to the right either 
(i) jh - lh squares (if ’ guesses that j,, - l,, c 1, - 6) or 
(ii14 1, - ik squares (if ’ guesses that l,, - ih s j,, - l,,). 
( ese two cases are depicted in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b) respectively.) M’ stores either 
(i) or (ii) in its finite control to remember which choice it made. M now enters a 
universal state to choose whether to check that (P, R) is realizable or that (R, Q) 
is re le. 
If as chosen to check (P, R), it replaces q and Y in its finite control by r 
and If 6) is stored in its finite control, M’ moves each head [h, 23 to the right 
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Fig. 1. Simulation of a lnpda(k) by a lafa(3k). 
heads [h, 21 and [h, 31 to the right simultaneously (moving head [h, 21 twice as fast 
as head [h, 3]), entering an accepting state if and only if both heads reach the 
endmarker at the same time. In the r,ltter case, M’ moves head [h, 21 to the right 
until it coincides with head [h, 3) (Fig. l(d)). M’ can now begin checking (P, R) 
for realizability. 
If M’ has chosen to check (R, Q), it first replaces p and 2 in its finite control by 
r and X. If (i) is stored in its finite control, M’ performs the operations described 
above under case (ii), exe t that [h, l] is moved one square to the right whenever 
[h, 21 is moved (the final position of the heads is shown in Fig. l(e)). If (ii) is s 
in its finite control, M’ performs the operations described above under case (i), 
except hat [h, l] is moved in conjunction with [h, 21 (Fig. l(f)). 
The correctness of the simulation follows from Lemma 2.9, as discussed in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Corollary 3.6. Every context-free language is in 1 AFA(3). 
3.7. Every language accepted by a one-turn Inpda( k) is in 1 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4. IJ 
Every linear context-free langu 
The linear context-free languages are exactly the Ian 
one-turn lnpda( 1)‘s (see [ 81, for example). Cl 
cient simulations of one- and two-way pushdown automata by 
alternating finite automata, we now consider the simulation of one- and two-way 
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height sf 
by pushdown automata. First, ho 
a 2afa(k)‘s accepting computation tree. 
state a 
3.9. Let M be Q 2afa(k) with s states. If w E L( ), then there is an accepting 
computation tm for M on w of height at most sn’, where n = 1 WI +2. 
f. Let M be a 2afa(k) with s states. Suppose t
accepting computation tree for A4 on w with the fe 
are sd distinct configurations of M on w. Thus, if the height of T is greater than 
snk, there must be some path with two nodes x and y labelled with the same 
configuration such that x is a proper ancestor of y. By removing the subtre 
at x and replacing it by the subtree rooted at y, we obtain an accepting computation 
tree with fewer nodes, which is a contradiction. El 
3.18. For 82 II, 
(a) 2AFA(k)s 2NPDA(k), 
(b) 2AFA(k)c 2DPDA(2k), 
(c) IAFA(k) E 2DPDA(k). 
(a): Let M = (EC, Z, 6, TV Q~, U, F) be a Zafa( k). A Znpda( k) M’ can simulate 
M on input w by performing a nondeterministic depth-first search of an accepting 
computation tree for M on w (assuming that one exists). M’ uses its k heads exactly 
as would, and uses its pushdown to keep track of the search by pushing a symbol 
representing the old state and the m%lve from that state onto the pushdown each 
time a move of M is simulated. 
At the beginning of a simulation step, M’ has a state of M, say q, stored in its 
finite control, as well as a choice, represented by an integer c (c is bounded by a 
constant, so this is possible). Initially, q = q. and c = 1, the pushdown contains only 
, and the heads all scan the left endmarker. M’ now executes the 
(2) Let c’ be the number of possible moves of in state q, with head T(q) 
scanning the symbol a now scanned by head r(q) of ‘. If c’ = 0, halt without 
accepting. 
(3) If 9 is existential (i.e., q E - U), guess which move to make, say choice i, 
and set c to i. If 9 is universal arjd c > c’, go to BACK. 
) Let (q’, d) be the cth element of S(q, a) (using some ordering of choices). 
shdown, set q to q’ and c tG 1, and move 
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Pop the top symbol [ 9’, d, c’] on the pushdown, set 9 to 9’ and c to c'+ 1, 
and move head ~(9’) to the left d sq 
If 9’ is existential, go to BACK; otherwise, go to WARD. 
(b): The simulation is the same as in part a), except that here 
dpda(2k)), when it reaches an existential confi ration, must try ach immediate 
successor in turn since it cannot ess which one labels the root of an acceptin 
subtree. That is, M’ does not mj the input when a nonaccepting confi 
of M with no ~~c~ess~rs is reached; rather, it backs up to its lowest existential 
ancestor and tries the next choice. 
By Lemma 3.9, if w E L(M), then there is an accepting computation tree for M 
on w of height at most sn’, where n = 1 WI + 2 and s = IKI, so A#’ maintains a count 
indicating the current level of the search. Whenever the count reaches n’, the search 
backs up. Note that M’ can use its k additional heads to count up to n’. By using 
a finite amount of additional memory, M’ can use the k heads to count up to snk. 
In the modified algorithm, in addition to 9 and c, M’ stores a value r, a flag 
indicating whether or not the subtree just explored is accepting. If 9 is existential 
and t = 1 or if 9 is universal and t = 0, then the search backs up (leaving tunchanged). 
(c): The simulation is the same as in part (b), except hat the k heads used for 
the counter are not needed. We can assume that, if w E L(M), then there is an 
accepting computation tree for A4 on w such that A4 never makes more than s - 1 
consecutive moves along any path of the tree without moving a head. (This is shown 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.9.) This means that M’ does not need the counter as 
in part (b): if M’ simply backs up whenever M has made s consecutive moves 
without moving any head, then the simulation must terminate since M can make 
at most klwl moves that shift a head. The count of moves made without a head 
shift is placed on the pushdown as part of the symbol encoding the old state and 
move from that state. Cl 
Parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 3.10 strengthen Sudborough’s results that 2NFA( k) E 
2DPDA(2k) and lNFA( k) E 2DPDA( k) 126,281 since the classes on the left sides 
of the inclusions in Theorem 3.10 are alternating classes instead of nondeterministic 
ones. Unfortunately, part (a) is not a corresponding improvement of Sudborough’s 
result that 2NFA(2k) s 2NPDA( k). 
Theorem 3.10 yields efficient simulations of one- and two-way nondeterministic 
pushdown automata by two-way deterministic pushdown automata, as given in the 
following two corollaries. The first follows from Theorem 3.2, the second from 
Theorem 3.5. Both results provide evidence that alternation may be useful in the 
simulation of one type of nonalternating device by another. 
Co . Fork==1,2 
This improves Kameda’s resu 
e best result known, 
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Corollary 3.12. For k - > 1, lNPDA(k) c_ 2DPDA(3k). 
Finally, it is interesting to note the following special case of Corollary 3.12. 
CoroIIary 3.13 (Sudborough 1271). Evey context$‘jee language is in 2DPDA(3). 
Note that if all context-free languages were in lAFA(2), then, by Theorem 3.10(c), 
all would be in 2DPDA(2). Using Cook’s simulation [4], this would imply a 
context-free language recognition algorithm that runs in time 0(n2), which would 
be surprising. Thus, it seems unlikely that Corollary 3.6 can be improved. 
4 One-way alternating finlte automata 
The first theorem states that a one-way alternating finite automaton with a single 
head is no more powerful than a one-way nondeterministic or deterministic finite 
automaton with a single head. 
Theorem 4.1 (Chandra et al. [2]). lAFA(1) coincides with the class of regular sets. 
With two heads, however, a one-way alternating finite automaton is capable of 
recognizing not only nonregular sets, but also nonregular sets over a one-letter 
alphabet. This result yields two important corollaries concerning the relationships 
between the lAFA(k) classes and the lNFA(k) classes. 
Theorem 4.2. IAFA(2) contains a nonregular language over a one-letter alphabet. 
Proof. We describe a lafa(2) 1M that recognizes the nonregular language {O*” 1 n 2 1). 
Initially, both heads are at the left end of the input. k# now performs the following 
actions: 
(1) Guess where the middle of the remaining input is and place head 1 there. (If 
the two heads were on the last square of the input, then enter an accepting state.) 




Check whether the guess in (1) was correct by moving head 2 to the right 
twice as fast as head 1. Enter an accepting state if and only if both heads 
reach the endmarker at the same time. 
Move head 2 right until it coincides with head 1, then go to step (1). q 
3. lAFA(2)P UkeN lNPDA(k). L 
f. When restricted to a one-letter alphabet, the faihily UkPN lNPDA( k) con- 
tains only regular sets [9]. Cl 
Note that Corollary 4.3 allows Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.12 to be strengthened 
DA(3 k) respectively. 
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.4. 1 AFA(2) z UkeN 1 NFA( k). 
Corollary 4.!!. For k 3 2, lNFA( k) s 1 AFA( k). 
An interesting fact relating to Theorem 4.2 is that the language 
(where k is the number of 2’s in the exponent) is in lAFA(3) for any k a2. A 
lafa(3) M can recognize Lk in the following manner: M guesses that the input is 
02m and marks the value of m by placing head 3 distance m from the right end- 
marker. Next, M enters a universal state to choose either 
(i) to verify that the length of the input is 2”, or 
(ii) to verify that 0” is in Lk-, . 
M can check (i) by performing the hslving process described in the proof of Theorem 
4.2, moving head 3 to the right one square each time step (2) is performed, and 
accepting the input if all three heads reach the right endmarker simultaneously. To 
check (ii), M moves heads 1 and 2 to the right until they coincide with head 3, 
then simulates a lafa(3) that checks for membership in Lk_# (we can assume 
inductively that such a machine exists, using the lafa(2) described in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 for the basis, L,). 
An important question concerning the one-way alternating finite automaton classes 
is whether k+ 1 heads are better than k; that is, whether 1 AFA( k) s 1 AFA( k+ 1) 
for ka 1. Yao and Rivest [29] proved the corresponding result for one-way deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic finite automata, nd in fact proved that 1 DFA( k + 1) - 
lNFA( k) # 0 for all k 2 1. From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that 1 AFA( 1) s 
1 AFA(2). However, we have been unable to show that 1 AFA( k) s 1 AFA( k + 1) for 
k 2 2. We conjecture, however, that L2 E 1 AFA(3) - 1 AFA(2), where & is as defined 
in the previous paragraph. 
We now show that there is a language in lAFA(2) that is log-space complete for 
the family P (see [l2] for a definition of log-space completeness and the GI,,~ 
relation). This will enable us tc show that, if every lafa(2) could be simulated by 
a 2dfa(k) (or 2nfa(k)), then a long-standing open problem in complexity theory 
would be solved. 
Definition 4.6. A path system is a structure S = (X, R, S, G), where X is a finite set, 
R E X XX XX, Ss X, and G s X. Let PATH be the following problem: Given a 
path system S = (X, R, S, G), determine whether any element of S is admissible. 
(We say that x is admissible if x E G or there exist y, z E X such that (x, y, Z) E R 
and both y and z are admissible.) 
Cook [S] (see [13] as well) has shown that PATH is log-space complete for P, 
using an encoding of PATH as a language SP over the alphabet (0, 1, *}. A string 
in SP consists of binary codes for the members of X, followed by the triples of R 
and the members of S and G. We shall require a slightly different encoding. 
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efinltion 4.7. Let C = (0, 1). Let Lc be the set of all strings in the regular set 
(C’#)*([Z’ # C+ # X’])*(Z’# )’ that satisfy property C A string of t 
satisfies property C if there exists a binary tree T whose nodes are labelled 
positive integers uch that 
(1) if i is the label of the root of T, then there exists j such that 9 = X, (unless 
T consists of a single node, in which case Vj = wi); 
(2) each internal node of T, labelled with, say, 4 has two immediate descendants, 
labelled with, say, j and k (from left to right), where yi = Xj (zi = xk) if the left (right) 
descendant is internal, and yi = wj (zi = wk) if it is a leaf; 
(3) along each root-leaf path of T (labelled, say, il, . . . , i,), we have ik > ik_-l for 
each k, 2sk~s-1. 
Thus, a string satisfies property C if it encodes an instance of PATH for which 
there is a tree T certifying the admissibility of some source node such that, along 
any path of T, the triples occur in the same o er as in the string. Note that a string 
satisfying property C may contain more than one copy of a bracketed triple 
[x#y#z]. 
ma 4.8. SP C,, Lc. 
f. We construct a log n space-bounded Turing transducer M as follows. On 
input w, where w is the encoding of a path system S = (X, I?, S, G), M first outputs 
the elements of S, encoded in binary and followed by #‘s. M next outputs the 
triples of R, each separated internally by #‘s and enclosed within a [ ] pair. This 
step is repeated atotal of n times, where n is the cardinality of X. Finally, M outputs 
the elements of G, encoded in binary and followed by #‘s. Clearly, the original 
PATH permits M to operate in loglwl space. Let f be the function com- 
if x E S is an admissible node, then there is a binary tree certifying 
admissibility of height at most n. Using this observation, it is easy to show that 
w E SP if and only if f( w) E Lc. Cl 
9. Lc E IAFA(2). 
f. We construct a lafa(2) that recognizes Lc. On input w, M first enters a 
unrversal state to choose whet to check that w is of the form (4.1) or proceed 
with the following algorithm. 
(1) Choose existen lly some q by placing head 1 on e first symbol of vj, then 
choose existentially ther to perform step (2) or step 
Suppose that head 1 scans the le mbol of some binary substring of 
w. oose existe 2 to t until it 
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scans the leftmost symbol Of Xi. Now check that the two substrings match by 
them simultaneously from left to right. If they do not match, enter a reject 
Otherwise, choose universally to place head 2 either on the leftmost symbol of yi 
or on the leftmost symbol of Zi. NOW exchange the roles of heads 1 and 2, and 
choose existentially whether to perform step (2) or step (3). 
(3) Suppose that head 1 scans the leftmost symbol of sqme binary subs&i 
w. Choose existentially some Wj by movi 
leftmost symbol of wj. If the strings scanned 
w; otherwise, reject it. 
We can construct a tree T from an accepting computation of M on w as follows. 
We start with a single unlabelled node. Every time that M executes tep (2), we 
give the node currently under examination the “lbel & where i is the index of the 
substring Xi chosen at the beginning of the sr+ ;p. We also create two immediate 
descendants for this node, each corresponding to one branch of the computation. 
We create the subtrees rooted at these nodes separately, examining first one 
then the other. When M executes tep (3) and accepts, we assign the label j to the 
node currently under examination, where j is the index of the substring wi chosen 
in step (3). It is easy to see that T satisfies parts (l), (2), and (3) of property C, 
hence w E &. (Part (3) is satisfied since in step (2) we require head 2 to move past 
head 1.) The proof that Lc c L(M) is straightforward. c) 
We now reach the main result of this section, which states that every lafa(2) can 
be simulated by a 2dfa( k) (2nfa(k)) for some k if and only if P = DsPAcE(log n) 
(P = NSPACE(lOg n)). The problem of whether deterministic polynomial time is equal 
to deterministic (or nondeterministic) log space is a classical open problem in 
complexity theory, to which a negative answer seems likely. 
Theorem 4.10 
(a) lAFA(2) c UkcN 2DFA(k) ifcmci onb if P= DSPACE(iOg n). 
(b) lAFA(2) c UCEN 2NFA(k) if and only if P= NsPAcE(log n). 
Proof. Since UkeN lAFA( k) E P (Theorem 3.1), UkEN 2DFA( k) = DSPACE(lOg n), 
md UkPN 2NFA(k) = NSPACE(lOg n), the reverse direction of each equivalence is 
clear. 
For the forward direction of (a), suppose that L E P. Then L slog S 
Lemma 4.8 and the transitivity of c,, [ 121, we have that L slog Lc. Assuming that 
lAFA(2)c UkoN 2DFA(k), by Lemma 4.9 we have Lc E 
I)SPAcE(log n). Since L is log-space reducible to a language in 
itself must be in DsmcE(log n) [ 121. The forward direction of (b) is proved in a 
similar fashion. Cl 
Theorem 4.10 is analogous to Sudbo 
UkPN 2DFA(k) if and only if NSPAcE(log 
proved a similar theorem, using 2 
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lDFA(1) = lNFA(1) = WA(l) 
Fig. 2. Relationships between classes of langcages accepted by one-way finite automata. 
Figure 2 shows the currently-known relationships between the one-way multihead 
finite automata classes. If a class is connected by a line to a class above it, this 
means that the lower class is contained in the upper one. A solid line indicates 
proper containment; a dashed line indicates that proper containment is not known. 
IIere are several additional relationships not shown in Fig. 2: 
(a) INFA(2) e &N IDFAW 1291, 
W 1AFAW sz UkeN 1 NFA( k) (Corollary 4.4), 
(c) lDFA(k+ 1)s INFA(L) [29]. 
ing finite automata 
As in the one-way case, single-head two-way alternating finite automata are no 
more powerful than single-head two-way nondeterministic and deterministic finite 
automata. 
(Ladner et al. [ 161). ZAFA( 1) coincides with the ss of regular sets. 
next consider the question of whether two-way alternating finite automata 
heads. In the case of two-way deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata, 
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to be more difficult, and remained open until S 
2NFA(k+2). onien then noted in his 1977 that the techniques of 
[ 181, when combined with Seiferas’s result, yield later 
paper, EVIonien [ 19) showed that 2DFA(k k)S; 
2NFA(k+ 1) hold even when the languages are over a one-letter alphabet. 
We now show that 2AFA(k) s 2AFA(k + 1), usi ts of [11,1&J. We 
ive a crude result showing that 3k +3 heads k heads. 
Lemma 5.2. For kal, 2AFA(k)S2AFA(3k+3). 
Proof. Let ka 1. By Theorem 3.10(a), we know that 2AFA 
Ibarra [ 111 has shown that 2NPDA(k) s; 2NPDA( k+ 1). Also, 
2NPDA( k + 1) G 2AFA(3 k + 3). Combining these inclusions, we 
2AFA(3k+3). 0 
Definition 5.3. Let C be an alphabet, let i and )_ be symbols not in 2, and let k 2 1. 
We define a function Jsk : C* + ((2 u (4, I-})‘)* as follows. Let a,, . . . , a, E C and 
define a0 = -I, u,,_~ = I-, where n = m +2. Thenfr.+, . . . a,,,) = aoal . . . a,~,, where 
QI. IJ ai,9 ( l l l 9 aik) forj= iI+@+* l l +iknk” with Osi,6n-l for all p, l~p6k. 
The next three lemmas (analogous to those in [ 181) use thefz,k function to develop 
translational results. In Theorem 5.7, these are combined with Lemma 5.2 to show 
that, for two-way alternating finite automata, k + 1 heads are better than k 
Lemma 5.4. For k 2 1, j 2 2, L c X*, L E 2AFA( kj + 1) implies f&J L) E 2AFA( j + 1). 
Proof. Let M be a 2afa( kj + 1) with heads HI,. . , Hkj+l that accepts L. We construct 
a 2afa(j+ I) M’ with heads H’,, . . . , Hj,, that accepts jz,k( L). Note first that M’ 
can check (deterministically) whether its input is an element of Jz,@*) using just 
two heads. (Using two heads, M’ checks tirat the first track of the input is a repetition 
of some string +wi-. To check track i, M’ then scans track 1 with H’, and tracks 
i - 1 and i with Hi, checking that the symbols match on tracks 1 and i, shifting H’, 
right one square whenever HG encounters I- -I on track i - 1. en checking track 
S MT’ must check that H$ reaches the endmarker as H’, reaches the first I- -t pa 
Thus, we need only show how M’, on input f,,,(w), determines whether w E L. 
uses j of its heads to simulate kj of M’s heads. Th 
so that the symbol scann 
ontrack i-k[(i-l)/kJ. 
in the repositioning of the other heads. 
all of its heads on 
a move by one of M’s first kj heads, say 
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to the right, where n = Iwl+2 and p = i -k[(i-l)/kJ. To control the nu 
squares moved, MI’ uses HJ!+l. From the standpoint of this head, the input consists 
of n blocks of size n ‘-I. 
repeated nk-* times.) The boundaries of the bloc 
t- -1 on track k- 1. To count up to nP--l, 
block, then moves it right until the s 
simulate a move by Ii Jzi+l (to the right, for example), 
until the next block is encountered. Th 
the symbol scanned by H,,,. [z1 
a M. Forja2, Lc,~*,.~&+~ (L)E~AFA(~) implies_f~,j(L)E2AFA(j+1). 
hf. Let M be a 2afa( j) with heads Ha, . . . , Hj that acceptsfs,j+l( L). We construct 
a 2afa( j + 1) M’ with heads H”,, . . . , Hj,, that accepts fr.j( L). As before, we note 
that M’ can check whether its input is in fr.j(S*) using only three heads. We now 
show how M’, on input&(w), determines whether w E L. M’ uses Hi,. . . , Hj to 
simulate HI,. . . , Hj respectively. That is, if Hi is in position p within its current 
block (defined in the proof of Lemma 5.4), then Hi is at position p on the input 
tape. Thus, if Hi is scanning symbols bl, . . . , bj+, on tracks 1,. . . , j+ 1, respectively, 
then Hi is scanning bl, . . . , bja M’ positions H,!+, so that it scans (on tracks 1,. . . , j) 
the j symbols that MI,..., Hi would be scanning on track j+ 1. 
Initially each head beionging to M’ is positioned on the first symbol of the input. 
To simulate a move by Hi (to the right, say), M’ just moves Hi to the right. If such 
a move would cause Hi to leave the input (corresponding to H moving rightward 
into a new block), then M’ does the following. Hi is moved to the left end of the 
ut; then Hi and H,!+, are moved to the right until the sequence E -I is encountered 
by hi: on track i- 1 (if i = 1, then Hj+, is just shifted right one square). This will 
cause Hj,, to scan on track i the symbol that Hi would scan on track j+ 1. The 
simulation step is completed by returning Hi to the first symbol of the input. 0 
mmz~ 5.6. For ka2, jai, LsZ*, f&L)E2AFA(j) implies Le2AFA(kj). 
et be a 2afa( j) that accepts &J L). We construct a 2afa( kj) M’ that 
epts L. Each head of M is simulated by k heads of M’. On input w, M’ simulates 
on input &&u). Let tw$= u. . . . a,,+ where o,, . . r , an-+ C. A head of M 
positioned on symbol i of j&(w), where 1 G i s nk, is simulated by heads of M’ 
positioned on symbols il,. . . , ik of $w$, where i - 1 = ia + i:,n i- l l l i- iknk-’ and 
0 s iP s n - 1 for 1 =S ps k The only exception occurs whzaj a hepd of M is scanning 
the left or right endmarker, which M’ keeps track of in its finite control. M’ simulates 
‘s heads (to the right, say, from positioa i to position i + 1) by 
records i, one square to the right. Ifi this would cause the 
ht end of the tape, it is instead t;:pcisitioned to the left 
ifted to the r;g,,;. If this would cause 
that head to leave the input, then the process is continued with the h 
i3, and so forth. Cl 
.7. For ka 1, 2 (k&2 (k+l). 
Since ZAFA(1) is the family of re lar sets, clearly the theorem is true for 
= 1. Now assume that k 3 2. We first sh 
2AFA(k) s 2AFA(k + ). Assume for th 
2AFA(k). Choose j 3 2 and let L 
2AFA( k + 2), SO by assumption, f r;j 
2AFA( j( k + 1) + 1) s 2AFA( jk) for alt j 3 2. (W 
Note that 
2AFA(jk)e2AFA((j_l)(k+l)+l) ifjak. (5.2) 
By alternately applying (5.1) and (X2), we get 
2AFA(3k(k+l)+l)r2AFA(3k2)c2AFA((3k-l)(k+l)+l) 
E 2AFA(3k2- k) s l . l s 2AFA(k2). 
(Each application of (5.2) followed by an application of (5.1) causes the number 
of heads to decrease by k Thus, since we started with 3k2 (after the first application 
of (Xl)), we eventually reach k2.) For k 2 2, this yields 2AFA(3 k2 + 3) G 2AFA( k2), 
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Fig. 3. Relationships between classes of languages accepted by two-way finite automata. 
nd, by Lemma 5.6, LEE 
l)k + 1) IZ 2AFA( k*), cant 
(k+2) for all 02. c3 
In this section we place upper unds on 
complexity of the cbses lAFA(k) and 2AFA(k 
raphs, which we now define. 
deterministic time and space 
results employ and/or 
(1) t) is a start vertex; 
(2) J(v)= 
(3) I(U) =at and some su 
whether a pebble can be placed on some 
sot of o contains a pebble; or 
or of o contains a pebble. 
first use and/or graphs to give us an upper bound on the deterministic time 
complexity of the el 
in 2AFA( k) eon be accepted 6y a nmdom-access madine 
e accepted by a 2afa( z4 TI qo, US 0 
x to test for membership in t, we first form an and/or 
M in time O(lxl”). Cl 
ime 
et al. [l]). Emy language in 2NPDA( k) can be accepted by a 
9. 
Immediate from Theorems 3.2 and 6.2. tI 
r [22]). Euery la 
in lime 0( t?). 
e-turn 2npda(k) can be 
proof, Immediate from Theorems 3.4 and 6.2. 
We now examine t amount of space required to reco es i 
and lAFA(k). Be , we need a definition. 
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graph G = (V, E, I), sets S and T, and linear layout & whether C has bandwidth 
f(i q) under L and AGAP is solvable for G, S, and T. 
The following result is due to ML Sudborough. 
Theorem 6.6. For k a 1,2AFA(k) 2 DsPAcE(&’ log n). 
Proof. Let M be a Ma(k) and let x be a string. Construct an and/or graph 
G = ( V, E, I) and sets S and T as in the proof of Theorem 6.2. Detie a linear layout 
L such that, for any configurations C = ( p, iI,. . . ) ik) and D = (q, j, , . . . , jk), L(C) C 
L(D) if il <j, . The bandwidth of G under the layout L is O(]x]‘-‘) since M moves 
at most one head at a time. Clearly, a description of G, S, and T can be produced 
by a transducer that uses only log]x] space. Thus, the problem of whether M accepts 
x is log-space reducible to AGAP(n ‘l--ll/l). Since AGAP(f(n)) is solvable in space 
f(n) log n 121 j, the problem of whether M accepts x can be solved in space 
o(($-’ log]x]). El 
Note that the best space bounds known for 2NPDA(k) and 2DPDA(k) are 
DSPACE(n2’) and DSPACE(n’) respectively [I]. 
In the case of the class lAFA(k), we can give a much better space bound. 
Tbeom 6.7. u&&j lAFA( k) C_ DspAcE( n). 
The proof of Theorem 3.10(c) give; a simulation of a Ma(k) M by a 
2dpda(k) M’. An examination of the sirnlrrlation reveals that the height of the latter 
machine’s pushdown, on an input of length is bounded by skn, where s is the 
number of states in M From M’ we can struct a Turing machine M” that 
simulates “, using its storage tape to hold the positions of the latter’s k heads and 
the contents of its pushdown. 0 
It is unlikely that this can be improved to UksN lAFA(k) c DspAcE(log n). 
Theorem 4. i 3(a) may be stated in the following way: lAFA(2) c_ DsPAcE(log n ) if 
and only if P = DSPACE(lOg n). Therefore, U kEN lAFA(k) E DsPAcE(log n) if and 
Only if P = DSPAcE(log n). 
ow that U&N lDFA(k)SUkcN 2DFA(k) and U&EN lNFA(k)S 
lDFA(k) and U&N lNFA( k), when restricted to a 
lar sets [9]). The corresponding question for 
er, eorems 3.1 and 6.7 yield the 
following. 
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Corollary d8. UkeN lAFA(k) =ULEN 2AFA(k) implies Pz hwx(n). 
7. Conclusion 
Table 1 shows the best simulation results currently known for multi 
automata nd pushdown automata. The entry 2k in t&e row labelled 
column labelled by 2dpda indicates that the best simulation of a 2nfa(k) by a 
multihead 2dpda currently known requires 2k heads. The superscript following an 
entry indicates where the result appears. A superscript * indicates that the result is 
in this paper. If no superscript appears, then the result is obvious from the definitions 
of the devices. In some cases (marked with an X), it is known that no simulation 
is possible. In other cases, any simulation (regardless of how many heads the 
simulating machine has) implies the equality of two complexity classes. In the table, 
“D” stands for DSPAcE(log n) and “N” for hkPACE(bg n). (Note: Some of the 
entries in the first six rows of Table 1 are invalid if the device to be simulated has 
only one head since then the device accepts a regular set and thus can be simulated 
by any device in the table using only a single head.) 
Note that one- and two-way alternating pushdown automata do not appear in 
the table. The reason for this is that these devices are equivalent in accepting power 
[2,16] and either is capable of simulating any multihead automaton in the table 
(using only a single head). Furthermore, no device in the ‘table l-s capable of 
simulating an alternating pushdown automaton since these ;aachir*s accept all 
deterministic exponential-time languages 121, while every language accepted by a 
device in the table is in P. 
There are few results on the optimality of the simulation in those cases when a 
simulation is known to be possible. The entries on the main diagonal (with the 
exception of the lafa, ldpda, and lnpda cases) are optimal since for these types 
of automata, k + 1 heads are more powerful than k We also know that the (trivial) 
simulation of a ldfa by a lnfa is optimal, since lDFA(k + 1) E lNFA(k) 1291. 
Table 1 
Simulations between multihead automata 
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Our study of alternating finite automata reveals at these devices are similar in 
many respects to pushdown automata. The resemblance is particularly stri 
the case of two-way alternating finite automata. We have proved that 2A 
2AFA( k + l), just as 2NPDA( k) s 2NPDA( k + 1) and 2DPDA( k) S 2DPDA( k + 1) 
[II]. Furthermore, the limit of the 2AFA( k) classes is P, as is the limit of the 
(k) and 2DPDA(k) classes. (TIlus we can classify languages in P by the 
r of heads required for recognition by a two-way alternating finite automaton.) 
ost importantly, we showed that 2NPDA( k) s 2AFA(3k) C_ 2NPDA(3k). 
One-way alternating finite automata, on the other hand, are more powerful than 
one-way pushdown automata. While one-way alternating finite automata can simu- 
late one-way pushdown automata (we showed that lNPDA(k)s lAFA(3k)), even 
the class lAFA(2) contains a nonregular language over a one-letter alphabet and a 
language that is log-space complete for P. (One could argue that a lafa(2) is the 
simplest “natural” alternating device, so it is interesting that alternation adds so 
much power, even at this low level of complexity.) The last two results imply that 
lAFA(2) contains a language that is not recognizable by any one-way nondeterminis- 
tic multihead pushdown automaton and that if every lafa(2) can be simulated by 
a two-way deterministic (nondeterministic) finite automaton, then P = 
bPACE(lOgft)( = hhwE(log n)), which is unlikely. From the result 1 AFA( k) C_ 
2DPDA(k), we see that one-way alternating finite automata are intermediate in 
power between one-way nondeterministic and two-way deterministic pushdown 
automata. 
As a consequence of our study of alternating finite automata, we obtained a 
about nonalternating pushdown automata (Corollaries 3.11-3.13, 
giving evidence that alternation is useful for proving properties 
of even fairly simple nonalternating devices. 
finite automata re important generalizations of traditional finite 
comparable in power o pushdown automata, and, in the one-way 
ry interesting properties of their own. 
ing open problem concerning alternating finite automata is the 
lAFA( k) s lAFA( k + 1) for all k > 1. This would seem to be 
nding a proof appears to be very difficult. (It is even hard to find a 
uages { Lk) such that Lk is in 1 AFA( k + 1) but apparently not in 
st candidate languages, if they are recognizable by one-way alternating 
1, are recognizable with two or three heads.) 
Two related problems ask whether allowing two-way motion on the input tape 
adds power to alternating finite automata: First, is ULEN lAFA(k) s 
ukEN 2AFA(k)? Second, for k 2 2, is lAFA( k) 5 2AFA(k)? Corollary 6.8 suggests 
is indeed proper, in which case there must be some k’ such 
of improving the results in Table 1. When a simulation 
e the number of heads required for the 
is given, it 
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possible to strengthen the implication or prove that no simulation is possible. 
of course, if the entry is a T’, then any result, negative or positive, would be an 
improvement. 
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